


In the spirit of celebrating architectural ideation and creativity, 
COLORBOND® steel unveils the Petal Series - a new range of 
pastel-hue colours to radically change how designers can incite and 
rediscover new decorative possibilities.

Basked in a refreshing vibe, the new colours are inspired by one of 
nature’s best wonders – the blooms of flower petals that ensemble 
nature’s vivifying serenity through its shimmering colours. 



Available in 5 inspiring colours, the Petal Series evokes a soft 
yet dramatic palette which enlivens the purpose of 
COLORBOND® steel in shaping some of the nation’s most 
iconic landmarks.



SRI : 88

A Spectacle of Beauty and Lightness
Blissful, airy and romantic hue with the fresh bloom 
of sensation – a soft blush has the power to brighten 
up even the most dense-looking architecture and 
transform your builds into dreamy versions of 
themselves as if the world is now seen through 
rose-tinted lenses.

Rose
Blush



Richness in Sun-kissed Gaiety
Naturally radiating joy and 
optimism, it comes as little 
surprise that muted yellow is 
decorating’s color du jour. And 
like its namesake, this washed-out 
shade brings a sunny feel of a 
sun-bleached appeal without 
being overwhelming which 
suggests a carefree approach to 
architecture.

SRI : 84

Sunny
Marigold



Breezy Ease and Calms
Suggestive of the boundless 
sky and water at dusk, the 
soothing hue injects comfort 
into architecture, 
transforming spaces 
through calm and collected 
tonal statements. The soft, 
dependable blue takes 
expressiveness aloft in 
various designs.

SRI : 80 Sky
Brunnera



SRI : 65

Sahara
Iris Earthy with Refined Cosiness

Beautiful, lush, and evocative palette with 
wondrous tones for the serenity of nature. 
Sahara Iris connotes earthy vibes which offer 
versatility and flexibility that can truly refresh, 
calm and define. 



SRI : 42

Ruby
Hibiscus

Enticing Warm Elegance
Emblematic of heritage yet elegant contemporary, 
this bold shade engages the eyes with its 
come-hither magnetism with simple elegance. The 
hue emits an appeal of confidence and charisma.



From the desert wildflowers to the delicate 
garden blooms, Petal Series from 
COLORBOND® steel captures 5 inspiring colours 
to create the ideal look and feel for your build.

SRI : 65

SRI : 88

SRI : 80

SRI : 42

SRI : 84
SRI is calculated using ASTM E1980-01 with Medium Convection Coeffcient (12) value reported.
This data is approximate values only, may vary based on paint formulation and/or metallic coating thickness.

The colours shown in the colour chart have been reproduced to represent actual product colours as accurately as possible.
However, we recommend you to check your chosen colour against actual sample of the product before purchasing, as varying light 
conditions and limitations of the printing process may affect colour tones.
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Take cues from the bright and bold injections of trending 
colours emerging in building design. The Petal Series 
provides a refreshing pastel-toned palette that opens 
endless possibilities for various steel applications. 

Pastel Perfect
for Various Applications

Roofing & Walling

Featured Walls

Interior Fittings Ceilings

Exterior Facades



The muted beauty of the Petal Series calls for unconventional shades 
that evoke optimism and highlight our desire for adventurous 
freshness.

The myriad of pastel blends harmoniously with various shapes, 
textures, designs, or backgrounds, allowing a silky appearance no 
matter the application.

Benefits at a Glance
• Blends well with various shapes, textures, designs or backgrounds.
• Suitable for various steel applications such as roofing, cladding, 

decorative or interior.

Conventional
Escape
The



The light-heartened tone of the Petal Series accentuates one of 
the highest Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) amongst all other 
colours in the COLORBOND® steel range. 

This translates to more reflectance of the sun’s heat and 
therefore, lowering heat transmission into living spaces 
for better thermal comfort.

Benefits at a Glance
• Optimum thermal comfort thru its exceptionally 

high solar reflectance index (SRI).
• Lowers heat transmission into living spaces for 

better thermal comfort.

Thermatech®with 

Enhanced
Thermal Comfort



Incorporated with Clean Technology, the Petal Series can retain its attractiveness over time as it 
self-cleans with natural rainfall. It works by preventing dirt from bonding to the steel surface and 
allows natural washing as it rains. 

This helps buildings to thrive especially in the tropics and ensure lasting beauty in building facades.
 

Benefits at a Glance
• Self-cleaning with Clean Technology
• Minimal maintenance while ensuring lasting beauty

with 
Self-cleaning

Technology
Clean



The Petal Series utilises the optimum paint formulation of 
COLORBOND® steel which delivers colour performance with 
lasting stability and vibrance.

Despite the lightness of the Petal Series hues, paint 
performance remains uncompromised through 
comprehensive testing programmes, including 
laboratory or actual field exposure tests to deliver 
incredible durability against weathering. 

Benefits at a Glance
• Longer-lasting colour and gloss 

durability 
• Better delamination resistance 
• Superior paint performance 

Inspiring ,

Colours
Long-Lasting



Cross-section of
COLORBOND® steel

Pretreatment
Corrosion resistant proprietary conversion coating.

Primer Coat
Universal corrosion inhibitive primer. Nominal dry 
film thickness of 5µm on each side.

Finish Coat
Custom formulated Super Polyester paint system 
with high performance pigments. Nominal dry film 
thickness 20µm on the top or weathering side.

Backing Coat
Custom formulated Shadow Grey. Nominal dry film 
thickness 5µm.

Warranty Backed by BlueScope
Using our coated steel for your home comes with a 
warranty backed by BlueScope.

Backing Coat
(Shadow Grey, Nominal 5µm)

Universal Corrosion Inhibitive Primer
(Nominal 5µm)

Universal Corrosion Inhibitive Primer
(Nominal 5µm )

Finish Coat (Nominal 20µm)

Conversion Coating

Conversion Coating

ZINCALUME® Steel Substrate

More About



For product identification and originality, please check the reverse side of the sheet for the following branding text.

Certified to AS/NZS2728
Certification No.:PB030302

Certified to MS2383:2011
Certification No.:PC001163 Eco-Friendly Coated Steel

SIRIM ECO 032 : 2011
Licence No.: EL000018SGBP - 4146

The information contained in this brochure is of generic nature only and has not been prepared with your specific requirements.

NS BlueScope Malaysia makes no warranty as to the accuracy, completeness and reliability of any estimates, opinions or other information contained in this brochure, and to the maximum extent permitted by law, NS BlueScope Malaysia 
disclaims all liability and responsibility for any loss or damage, direct or indirectly, which may be suffered by any person acting in reliance on anything contained in or omitted from this document.

COLORBOND® steel is a trademark of BlueScope Steel Limited.

BlueScope is a registered trademark of BlueScope Steel Limited.

NS BlueScope Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.199101012824 (223136-P)

SALES & MARKETING OFFICE
Level 11, Tower 8, UOA Business Park,
No. 1, Jalan Pengaturcara U1/ 51A,
Seksyen U1, 40150 Shah Alam,
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+603 5022 1000
+603 5022 1001
enquiries.malaysia@bluescope.com
www.nsbluescope.com/my

MANUFACTURING PLANT
Lot 1551, Jalan Bukit Kapar, 42200 Kapar,
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
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Customer Care: 1 300 88 6288
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